Abstract-Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem have been proposed for almost 20 years and widely applied to general scene classification, image retrieval, image processing and robot application. But there is no consensus on one particular scene classification technique that can solve the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem perfectly. As larger image dataset has been developed and machine learning technology especially deep learning based methods achieve remarkable performance in computer vision, we aim to provide guidance and direction for researchers to tackle the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem with more powerful and robust solution through concluding the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification approaches which have been proposed in last 20 years. In this paper, we review the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification including feature extraction, classifier and related dataset. Their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. At last we conclude some challenging problems remain unsolved and propose some potential solutions.
INTRODUCTION
The scene classification problem is one of the challenging task in computer vision. Given any arbitrary image, scene classification problem is that the computer can associate it with a particular scene category properly such as indoor scene, urban scene and nature scene etc. The problem of scene classification has been explored from a variety of angles in the literature for many years. Various methods have been proposed and achieve good performance in specific image dataset. But there is no consensus on one particular scene classification technique that can solve the scene classification problem perfectly.
In this paper, we review the basic scene classification problem about Indoor-Outdoor scene classification. As IndoorOutdoor scene classification is one of the basic scene classification problems, the results of Indoor-Outdoor scene classification contribute to general scene classification [1] [2] [3] [4] . Indoor-outdoor scene classification also attracts considerable attention of scientific population involved in content based image retrieval [5] [6] . Besides assumption that indoor and outdoor images are usually taken under different illumination conditions can be used for decision about further image processing applications such as image orientation detection [7] , depth map generation [8] , improving color constancy [9] and robot application [10] . As the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem has a clearer definition and broad application prospects, we think it is very meaningful to review the IndoorOutdoor scene classification approaches which have been proposed by various researchers in last 20 years. By comparing some excellent approaches, we conclude some challenging problems remain unsolved and propose some potential solutions in this paper.
The research on Indoor-Outdoor scene classification can be traced back to the work of Szummer and Picard [11] in 1998. They applied a two-stage classification approach on features that combine Ohta color space histogram and multiresolution simultaneous autoregressive model (MSAR) [12] . At the first stage, they used K-Nearest Neighbors(KNN) to classify subblocks of the image, while the final decision was based on the majority rule. The accuracy of 90.3% is achieved on a set of over 1300 consumer images. Several approaches for IndoorOutdoor scene classification have been proposed after that. Especially a lot of features of color, texture and edge with high variance and good distribution over category samples were designed to distinguish the indoor images and outdoor images. On the other hand, various machine learning classifiers have been considered and applied. These classifiers include KNearest Neighbors(KNN), Support Vector Machine(SVM), Hidden Markov Models(HMM), Neural Networks(NN), Random Forest(RF), Bayesian methods, etc. Last but not least, larger image dataset has been developed as millions of images have been created every day due to the popularity of smart phones. With the image dataset is getting bigger and bigger, more challenges will be arised but it also means more opportunity to build powerful and robust Indoor-Outdoor scene classification technology.
Almost all the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification approaches can be summarized as the Figure 1 shows. There are normally two phases called training phase and classification phase. For both training phase and classification phase, extract features from image is the first step. Many kinds of features have been designed by researchers to depict the difference between the Indoor image and Outdoor image. It is generally believed that feature extraction is crucial for Indoor-Outdoor scene classification [13] . Once features have been extracted, method for automatic image classification should be applied. In training phase, we extract features from a image dataset labelled by Indoor or Outdoor. And then features and labels will tune the parameter of the classifier to achieve good classification performance with specific optimization algorithm. In classification phase, features extraction is the same but classifier is just to judge Indoor or Outdoor based on the features extracted from the image rather than training. Another labelled image dataset would be used to test performance in general which is called test dataset.
The main contribution of this paper is providing a detailed review of every important components of Indoor-Outdoor scene classification including features extraction, classifier and dataset. And then we conclude some challenging problems remain unsolved and propose some potential solutions to provide guidance and direction for researchers to tackle the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem with more powerful and robust solution. All the contribution of this paper can be shown in the following list:
 We review various features and classifiers proposed to solve Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem in last 20 years.
 We summary and compare all the image datasets used to Indoor-Outdoor scene classification.
 We conclude some challenging problems remain unsolved and propose some potential solutions aiming to promote the development of Indoor-Outdoor scene classification.
To the best of our knowledge, such a detailed review of Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem has not been proposed before. In the following we discuss the feature extraction methods in Section II and introducing applied classifiers in Section III. Section IV presents the datasets related to Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem. Section V we conclude some challenging problems remain unsolved and propose some potential solutions. Finally we draw conclusion and discuss future work in Section VI.
II. FEATURE
It is generally believed that feature extraction is crucial for Indoor-Outdoor scene classification. Many researchers focus on the design and selection of discriminant features. Low-level features such as color, texture and edge have been widely examined. To enhance the performance, some other semantic features or camera info also have been studied. Recently, with the introduction of convolutional neural network (CNN), it is believed that the best solution to achieve a system with high performance on scene classification is to learn deep scene features using CNN [14] . In these section, we review all the feature extraction methods proposed to solve the IndoorOutdoor scene classification problem.
A. Color
Color features have been widely studied to distinguish Indoor images and Outdoor images. As Outdoor images probably consist of green grass and blue sky, color features are very discriminative to classify Indoor images and Outdoor images. On the one hand, various color space have been experimented. Ohta color space [15] is that the color channels are approximately decorrelated. [11] and [16] extracted color features in Ohta color space. They also proved that color features in Ohta color space can achieve better performance than RGB color space. [17] and [18] used LUV color space and [19] pointed out that features in the LUV color space yielded better results during image retrieval than in other color spaces. LST color space [20] was used in [21] and [22] as they reduced feature dimensionality reduced by half by comparing with [11] and [16] . Recently, HSV color space was widely used such as [23] [24] [25] as it has been reported that HSV color space is invariant to scale and illumination and also more close to human perception [26] . Besides extracting features in single color space, some researchers tried multiple color space such as [27] [28] and [13] .
On the other hand, different representations of color have been studied. Color histograms and color moments are two popular features in early stage. Besides [23] defined the color orientation histogram as color feature. [24] proposed color correlated temperature feature. [25] used NBHS(Normalized Bins of Hue and Saturation) [29] as color feature. Although so many color features have been proposed and experimented, still no color feature is effective and valid to distinguish all Indoor images and Outdoor images.
B. Texture
Texture aids in identifying objects of interest or region of interest irrespective of the source of the image. Along with color feature, the texture feature is considered to improve the classification accuracy. Several texture feature extraction methods have been introduced to solve the problem of texture analysis and classification. The texture features are computed using the multiresolution, simultaneous auto regressive model (MSAR) in [11] [17] [16] . These are among the best texture features on benchmarked which was proved by [12] . However MSAR texture features are computationally intensive and thus, [21] [32] . Homogeneous Texture Descriptor (HTD) characterizes the region texture by the mean energy and the energy deviation from a set of 30 frequency channels which was proposed by [13] . By making use of Gabor filter [33] [34] have extracted WHGO [35] texture feature from Gabor convolved images. Many researchers reported that classification accuracy would be improved by adding texture features.
C. Edge
Edge features also have been widely studied. As organic objects have a larger amount of small erratic edges due to their fractal nature and the synthetic objects, in comparison, have edges that are straighter with less erratic, [36] proposed edge straightness feature and proved the effectiveness. Another widely used edge feature is edge orientation as described in [17] [23] [18] [27] . But when the outdoor scene contains plenty of synthetic objects rather than organic objects, edge features make less contribution.
D. Others
In addition to color, texture and edge feature, many researchers have used additional information about scene or camera to improve performance. [16] and [22] proved that information of sky and grass would improve the accuracy. [37] enhanced performance by using camera info. However this kind of information such as exposure time or flash fired info is commonly unavailable. In [38] , they first learned mixture models for 20 basic classes of local image content and then produced 20 probability density response maps (PDRM) indicating the likelihood that each image region was produced by each class. Those PDRMs can be seen features. In [27] , they used Normalized Cuts(NCuts) [39] as mid-level cues. Recently, the computer vision community has shown inclination towards global feature based image classification [3] [4] [40] . A global feature provides a holistic representation of an image by treating it as one single entity, instead of segmenting the image into various subblocks and calculating local features for each sub block. [34] have used a global GIST [41] feature based approach for the indoor-outdoor classification task [22] .
With the introduction of CNN, it is believed that the best solution to scene classification is to learn deep scene features using CNN [42] 
A. Machine Learning
There are two kinds of machine learning methods for automatic classification: non-parametric methods and learningbased methods. Non-parametric methods perform classification directly on the data, without learning the parameters. The most widely used non-parametric method is KNN which determines image class based on the class of its most similar images [11] [47] [36] [24] . Some Bayesian methods also can be treated as non-parametric methods [17] [16] [22] . Learning-based methods are able to learn optimal parameters based on input training samples. These methods include SVM [21] [23] [13] , Neural Networks [18] [34], Random Forest [27] and etc. Although non-parametric methods require no learning steps and are able to naturally handle a large number of classes, they often suffer from high variation along the decision boundary caused by finite sampling in terms of bias-variance decomposition [48] . As a consequence, their accuracy could be inferior compared to learning-based methods [49] . In addition, processing time of nonparametric methods is considerably larger than the learning-based methods, which makes them inconvenient for large scale classification systems. In [28] , they achieved better performance in large-scale dataset by using bagging method [50] .
Although CNN can reach state-of-the-art performance based on millions of training images in scene classification, method based on CNN to solve Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem has not been reported yet.
B. Bag of Word
In computer vision, the bag of word model(BoW model) can be applied to object image classification by treating image features as words [51] . A bag of visual words is a vector of occurrence counts of a vocabulary of local image features.
[52] [53] proved that BoW model can be applied to scene classification. As deep scene features do not come easily and they require an intensive learning/training stage and large-scale training image sets, [31] proposed a simple and efficient approach based on BoW model and reached a highly accurate performance on Indoor-Outdoor scene classification.
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IV. DATASET
In the Indoor-Outdoor scene image classification literature, datasets used by researchers are varied. The Kodak consumer image dataset tested by [11] [16] [21] [22] contains 1343 images. A benchmark of 1000 images was proposed by [54] . Coral was used by [5] . But to our best knowledge, all these datasets are not available to the public. [17] [38] [34] collected images from the Internet but they were not released to public either. IITM-SCID2 is a public Indoor-Outdoor classification image dataset containing 902 images and can be accessible from the website. [30] [18] [13] used this dataset and all achieved accuracy exceeding 90%. But in our opinion IITM-SCID2 is not diverse and large enough. Fifteen Scene dataset [52] contains nearly 4500 images with 15 scene categories. It was used by [25] . SUN was published by [55] for the general scene classification benchmark. It consists of 397 well-sampled scene category indexes and 108,754 images. [28] labelled the whole SUN dataset into 47260 indoor images and 61494 outdoor images. Their experiments were conducted with respect to this dataset.
[31] also used SUN dataset. Such very large datasets are meaningful and challenging for scene image classification. By gathering and labelling the datasets into Indoor scene and Outdoor scene, it will be very helpful to promote and verify Indoor-Outdoor scene classification methods.
V. OPEN CHALLENGE
We conclude the primary approaches in last 20 years in the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification literature as table I shows. Although all the approaches with varying degrees of success reported classification accuracy could exceed 88%, there is no consensus on one particular scene classification technique that can solve the Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem perfectly. With the image dataset is getting bigger and bigger, more challenges will be arised.
A. Benchmark
Many novel approaches have been developed to tackle Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem, but several approaches rely on their own database of images thus reducing the confidence in the success of the approach. As we discussed in Section IV, Kodak dataset was widely used in early stage of Indoor-Outdoor scene classification, but is not available to the public to our best knowledge. Fifteen Scene and SUN dataset are both general scene classification benchmark rather than Indoor-Outdoor scene classification benchmark. [54] presented a Indoor-Outdoor scene classification benchmark only with 1000 images but it is not available to the public either. To promote the development of Indoor-Outdoor scene classification and evaluating all the approaches, a complete and Indoor-Outdoor scene specific benchmark is essential. We define the following constraints on a benchmark for this purpose:
 The images should be diverse. Classification systems can only be well verified if the ground truth data is well placed into real-world types.
 There should be a sufficient number of images as we are facing an increasingly data-driven future.
 The dimensions of the images should be suitable for most image processing techniques with consideration taken for storage size. Images smaller than 640x480 pixels tend to loose the quality in detail that is required by higher level semantic analysis.
 Besides accuracy, some other task related performance criteria such as computation cost must be considered.
B. High-Level Feature
As we discuss in section II, it is usually applied to low-level feature in Indoor-Outdoor scene classification. But low-level features ignore the spatial and structural information of the background and objects in the image. Effective scene image features not only characterize the whole image, but also capture the background and objects information in the image. Therefore, the research on the new feature extraction technology of scene images is a trend of the future development of scene classification. [56] is on the way.
C. Dynamic Scene
In some specific tasks such as in robotics, scene classification sometimes is dynamic. Dynamic means images are continuous and time correlated. The majority of studies have limited their scope to scenes from single image. The major difference between single image classification and dynamic scene classification is that single image classification ignores potentially informative temporal and spatial cues. [57] [58] have tackled dynamic scene classification in different way. Dynamic Indoor-Outdoor scene classification is still needed to explore.
D. Deep Learning
Traditional methods based on low-level feature are often difficult to deal with these massive amounts of data when the database capacity exceeds one million, while the deep learning based approach has a good performance. Especially the deep convolution neural network, has achieved a new breakthrough in the scene classification task. This convolution neural network can learn common attributes of the image from a large number of image data. The response characteristics of the deep network have gradually become a universal representation of image recognition [14] . Convolution neural network still has great potential in the field of computer vision. So there is no doubt that convolution neural network will play an important role in the future development of the scene classification.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we review the major Indoor-Outdoor scene classification approaches which have been proposed in last 20 years in the aspect of the feature, classifier and dataset. Although all the approaches with varying degrees of success reported classification accuracy could exceed 88%, there are still open challenges as the dataset becomes larger and larger and application requirements change. Recently the deep learning based approach has a good performance in many computer vision tasks. But it is still difficult to explain how to classify Indoor-Outdoor scene perfectly. So it still needs multidisciplinary scholars to concentrate on Indoor-Outdoor scene classification problem, especially from academics such as neurobiology and machine learning to carry out crossresearch to obtain further break. In future work, we will build an Indoor-Outdoor dataset based on current existing datasets. We will also try deep learning based approach and compare with existing approaches.
